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ABSTRACT

The detection and characterization of Earth-like exoplanets around Sun-like stars is a primary science motivation
for the Habitable Worlds Observatory. However, the current best technology is not yet advanced enough to reach
the 10−10 contrasts at close angular separations and at the same time remain insensitive to low-order aberrations,
as would be required to achieve high-contrast imaging of exo-Earths. Photonic technologies could fill this gap,
potentially doubling exo-Earth yield. We review current work on photonic coronagraphs and investigate the
potential of hybridized designs which combine both classical coronagraph designs and photonic technologies into
a single optical system. We present two possible systems. First, a hybrid solution which splits the field of view
spatially such that the photonics handle light within the inner working angle and a conventional coronagraph
that suppresses starlight outside it. Second, a hybrid solution where the conventional coronagraph and photonics
operate in series, complementing each other and thereby loosening requirements on each subsystem. As photonic
technologies continue to advance, a hybrid or fully photonic coronagraph holds great potential for future exoplanet
imaging from space.

Keywords: High-contrast imaging, instrumentation, exoplanets, coronagraph, photonics

1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Motivation

NASA is embarking on an ambitious program to develop and implement the Habitable Worlds Observatory
(HWO) flagship mission over the next two decades. In addition to greatly advancing general astrophysics, its
driving science goal is to directly image 25 potentially Earth-like planets and spectroscopically characterize them
for signs of life, as recommended by the Astro2020 decadal survey.1 However, current coronagraphic instrument
designs for such a mission are inefficient compared to what is theoretically possible. This “efficiency gap” has
been recently recognized by the NASA Exoplanet Exploration program “technology gap list”.2 Closing this
efficiency gap could improve science yield by a factor of several. For example, according to 3, the expected
yields for characterized exo-Earths with coronagraphs baselined in the LUVOIR4 and HabEx5 final reports
would be approximately 8 and 24 for a 6 m inscribed-diameter, on-axis and off-axis aperture, respectively. If
the coronagraph throughput, inner working angle (IWA), and tolerance to stellar angular size on these designs
can be improved to theoretical limits, then these yields become, respectively, 44 and 48.6 This corresponds to a
factor of 2 improvement in yield for off-axis apertures, and a factor of approximately 5 for on-axis apertures.

Roughly speaking, closing the performance gap between coronagraphs for on-axis and off-axis apertures
enables a factor of approximately 2-3 improvement in yield. Improvements in throughput, IWA, and tolerance to
stellar angular size (and equivalently, to low-order telescope instabilities such as tip/tilt) achieve another factor
of approximately 2 (although caution should be taken with interpreting the improvements due to IWA because
the yield calculation does not take into account statistical challenges of small IWAs described in 7). In addition,
improvements in spectral bandwidth as well as non-coronagraphic elements (such as telescope mirror coatings
and detector quantum efficiency) can lead to further yield improvements.

In general, any performance improvement that is equivalent to increasing aperture diameter (such as improv-
ing photon flux at the detector, and IWA) is one of the most effective levers to improve HWO and reduce its
risk. This is because yield depends more strongly on aperture diameter than almost any other mission param-
eter. Notably, yield is a very weak function of contrast, once contrasts approach 1e-10 levels3 due to contrast
being dominated by astrophysical backgrounds such as zodiacal and exozodiacal light. Because yield is such a
strong function of aperture diameter, small improvements in yield are equivalent to large relaxations on aperture
diameter requirements, should downscoping become necessary due to cost constraints. In addition, larger yields
mitigate the risk of ηEarth being smaller than is currently estimated. Another very effective lever to reduce
risk is improving coronagraphic tolerance to telescope instabilities (without sacrificing IWA), because telescope
instability is one of the most risky and expensive aspects of HWO.

In addition to reducing mission risk and improving expected yields, or quantity of exoplanets, it is important
to also consider the quality of the science on those exoplanets. For the latter, it is critical to be able to
do spectroscopy in a wide band and with high spectral resolution, as well as polarimetry. Polarimetry at
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small IWAs enables exciting science such as measuring Rayleigh scattering and ocean glints.8 However, this
requires sacrificing some efficiency in practice. Improvements in all these aspects, without too much sacrifice,
are important in order to maximize the quality of the science in addition to quantity.

All of these improvements are theoretically possible with further design and development of the coronagraph
instrument on HWO. What is not clear yet is the most promising path to actualize those improvements, as well as
the engineering effort required. One promising path, however, is photonic technologies. A key feature of photonic
technologies is that with sufficiently advanced engineering, they have unlimited potential in the performance they
can achieve (limited only by fundamental physical law). This is because there are photonic architectures that
can implement a “universal” optical element.9 By contrast, traditional coronagraph designs that achieve physics
limits do not yet exist, even assuming arbitrarily advanced engineering, at least without using a prohibitively
large number of optical elements (though traditional coronagraphic designs continue to improve and may still
come close to physics limits in the future).

Although the theoretical potential of photonic chips is very encouraging, it needs to be tempered by practical
considerations such as current maturity and development effort. Therefore, we propose two different architectures
hybridizing photonic technologies with a traditional coronagraph with the goal of combining the best features of
both and striking an optimal balance between performance and practical feasibility.

1.2 Background

A fully integrated photonic system offers several crucial advantages over any current classical coronagraphic high-
contrast imaging system due to its integrated architecture. This on-chip design is compact as well as thermally
and mechanically stable, relaxing spacecraft stability requirements. A fully photonic solution reduces design
complexity because it avoids potential additional limitations when combining multiple systems together.

The miniaturization in this fully photonic design allows for cost-efficient replication enabling the coverage of
a large bandwidth with several channels. The theoretical limit intrinsic to photonic solutions is an IWA down
to 0.5λ/D, which covers significantly more of the field of view (FOV) compared to current technologies.

The integrated nature of this design allows a single astronomical instrument to hold multiple technologies,
because of the shared hardware on one chip. The photonic architecture inherently separates by modes which can
directly be used for different applications such as wavefront sensing and nulling.

The primary anticipated drawbacks of a fully photonic design are mainly due to the early developmental state
of many of these technologies. Currently, one limitation of photonic capabilities is the coupling of the light into
waveguides, and the light collection at the output, resulting in loss of light which could prove crucial for high-
contrast imaging applications on space telescopes. Another challenge is leakage due to waveguide crossings.10–12

Additionally, photonic nulling performance is greatly reduced with extended sources; a limitation which would
significantly impact this proposed system’s ability to detect exo-Earths.13 Furthermore, coupling into a single
single-mode fiber (SMF) becomes less efficient for wide FOV coverage, pushing applications of photonic lanterns
or other multi-mode fiber technologies.14,15 Another critical challenge is the transmission efficiency and therefore
sensitivity of fiber interferometry.16 Birefringence of waveguides is another challenge that needs to be mitigated.17

Overall, a fully photonic solution would require advancing current technology to reach 10−10 contrast capabilities
for the entire FOV across a large bandwidth, which has not yet been demonstrated.

2. SUGGESTED PHOTONIC-CORONAGRAPHIC SYSTEMS

We propose two possible solutions to integrate photonics into existing coronagraphic systems. These hybrid
solutions can leverage the advantages of new emerging photonics capabilities and address the limitations of
existing coronagraph systems. Both solutions target the goal of significantly increasing potential exo-Earth yield
by lowering the effective IWA and allowing detection of planets at close separations to their host star. A block
diagram of both systems is shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Two suggested photonic-coronagraphic hybrid systems.

2.1 Solution A: Coronagraph for large separations, photonics within the IWA

The first proposed system combines a classical coronagraph with photonic technologies in parallel. A classical
coronagraph will image planets at larger angular separations. Any light rejected by the classical coronagraph
however, is injected into a photonic coronagraph, allowing it to be used for photonic wavefront sensing or even a
photonic coronagraph. This solution effectively separates the light at small and large angular separations with
the classical coronagraph, allowing each coronagraph to work in their own optimal regime.

This solution has little impact on the operation of the classical coronagraph, thereby allowing for easier
integration as an experimental module in an existing coronagraphic system. Initial implementations could focus
on photonic wavefront sensing rather than a photonic coronagraph, which will likely be easier to implement
with current technological limitations. However, if one wants to optimize the performance of the entire system
as a coronagraph, then the IWA of the classical coronagraph becomes an important parameter. Larger IWAs
now make the classical coronagraph more robust against low-order wavefront aberrations, while simultaneously
allowing the photonic coronagraph to detect planets within this IWA.

Here, we simulate an example system for this solution. A schematic overview of this system is shown in
Fig. 2. We use an apodized vortex coronagraph for the LUVOIR-B telescope pupil.18 The light is apodized by
two deformable mirrors (DMs) and a pupil mask, and then focused onto a vortex coronagraph. An idealized
vortex phase mask is used. The light is then collimated onto the circular Lyot stop. The light inside the Lyot
stop is transmitted and focused on the detector, which forms our classical coronagraph. The light outside the
Lyot stop however contains all light inside the IWA of the classical coronagraph. We apply a vortex phase pattern
with opposite charge to that of the focal-plane phase mask onto the Lyot stop. This cancels the vortex phase of
the focal-plane mask. Then, the reflected light is focused onto a photonic lantern. We use a simple projection
onto Laguerre-Gaussian modes for this proof-of-concept simulation.

Figure 3 shows the simulated output of 21 fibers coupled with the reflected light off the Lyot stop, corre-
sponding originally to light from within 3λ/D (IWA). The right plot shows the projected modes as a function
of the position of the source. When on-axis, the vast majority of the light is concentrated in fibers with a
radially-symmetric mode (i.e., fibers #9, #10 and #11), while off-axis sources’ light is distributed in other
fibers. Therefore, the photonic lantern already provides some suppression of starlight, even without further
processing.

Potential challenges of this hybrid system include maximizing the coupling efficiency into the photonic system.
This requires matching and/or optimzing the F-number at the input of the photonic lantern. Furthermore, the
requirements on mode-selectivity of the photonic lantern, manufacturing errors in the photonic lantern itself and
scattering problems at high spectral resolutions inside the lantern are unknown as of this writing.

2.2 Solution B: Coronagraph and photonics in series

The second proposed system combines the coronagraph and photonics in series. By first implementing a tradi-
tional coronagraph with an extremely small IWA to suppress most of the on-axis starlight, at the cost of being
extremely sensitive to wavefront aberrations and chromaticity, and then feeding the signal into a photonic chip
at a downstream focal plane, we can potentially offload disadvantages of each technique onto each other, leading
to a better design of the full system. Furthermore, since the final system is photonic, a spectrograph – either
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Figure 2. Schematic of system A using a reflective Lyot stop to recollect the light rejected by the coronagraph, and
feeding it into a photonic lantern.

Figure 3. Left: Simulated output of 21 fibers coupled with the light within the IWA, reflected off the Lyot stop. This
plot shows the integrated fiber coupling efficiency with the input plane/star normalized in each case. Right: Projected
modes for different positions of the source.

a traditional or photonic one – can be attached with little loss in throughput. A schematic overview of this
solution is shown in Fig. 4.

Compared to solution A, solution B reduces the starlight suppression requirements on the photonic compo-
nent. While for solution A, all the starlight is injected into the photonic component, here the starlight is already
mostly suppressed by the upstream conventional coronagraph, leading to a reduction in scattering problems and
mode-selectivity problems. Say for example that the upstream coronagraph can reach contrasts of 10−6, then the
photonic coronagraph component only needs to filter this light by 10−4 itself to reach the required cumulative
10−10 requirement. A big downside of solution B is that all the light is injected into the photonic component,
meaning that the outer working angle is limited by the number of fibers in the photonic lantern or integrated
photonic chip, yielding typically 2-3λ/D outer working angles for currently-foreseen technology (equivalent to
19–37 fibers/modes).

For our proof-of-concept simulation, we simulate a Phase-Induced Amplitude Apodization Complex Mask
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Figure 4. Schematic of system B combining a traditional coronagraph and photonics in series. The coronagraph shown
is the PIAACMC combined with a photonic chip enabling photonic nulling.

Coronagraph (PIAACMC) for a 15% obscured circularly-symmetric aperture for a 20% spectral bandwidth. We
use a simple 0.55 λ0/D radius phase dimple, which shifts the light by π radians, as our focal-plane mask. A
PIAACMC apodizer is then optimized for this system which suppresses the light for the center wavelength. After
the Lyot stop, the light is focused by a microlens array, and then injected into a photonic chip. This photonic
chip contains a mesh of Mach-Zehnder interferometers (MZIs), which can be tuned to provide any arbitrary
matrix-vector multiplication to the incoming mode coefficients. We optimize this matrix to filter out most of
the off-axis light due to chromaticity in as few fibers as possible (in this example, 4 fibers/modes), then make
the rest of the fibers selective to positions on the sky. Finally, we observe the intensity in each of the output
waveguides. No tolerancing was performed on each of the simulated components.

Figure 5. Left: Simulated output of 50 fibers coupled with the residual light from the traditional coronagraph. Right:
projected modes for different positions of the source. The on-axis light is concentrated in a few fibers and can be
removed without significantly decreasing the planet throughput, concentrated in different fibers. The coloured vertical
lines correspond to the same colors on the left subplot.

The simulated output of the proof-of-concept simulations are shown in Fig. 5. We simulate a system with no
planet, and three with a 10−9 planet at different angular separations. Clearly, most of the on-axis light is indeed
filtered into the first 4 fibers, with the rest of the fibers being dedicated to planet light. Additionally, at 1 λ0/D,
most of the light is injected in fiber #6, which is the fiber at that location on the sky. In the end, about 40% of
planet light is injected into this single fiber, equivalent or better than the core throughput of many traditional
coronagraphs. The right subplot of Fig. 5 shows the output of each fiber in a 20% spectral bandwidth for our
obscured telescope pupil as function of angular separation of our simulated 10−9 planet. The light from the
planet gradually switches from one fiber to the other, depending on its angular separation.

One major drawback of solution B is that it needs to be more tightly integrated with the rest of the instrument.
That is, the ability for the photonic chip to concentrate the leaked starlight of the conventional coronagraph into
as few fibers as possible, likely hinges directly onto the design of the traditional coronagraph itself. Therefore,
one likely cannot simply take an existing PIAACMC coronagraph and attach a photonic chip. This makes it
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more difficult and expensive to test this solution on a full instrument, lessening the chances of being integrated
as a technology demonstration subsystem.

Finally, as with solution A, there are many unknowns with solution B as well. One of the major challenges
will be fine-tuning the system injecting light into the integrated photonic chip. Additionally, as the design space
of this solution is unknown, its ultimate performance and/or capabilities with more complicated, non-circular
telescope pupils are also unknown. Additionally, tolerancing of the MZIs on the photonic chip might create
problems to achieve the angular selectivity needed for this design. Finally, inherently to the design, the outer
working angle will be limited to that of the photonic components used, typically 2-3 λ/D for the currently
foreseen 19–37 fibers/waveguides.

3. DISCUSSION

A fully photonic solution would offer many advantages over current classical coronagraphic high-contrast imaging
systems. However, the level of technology maturation required to implement such a solution for NASA’s next
flagship space telescope mission might be ambitious. Toward the effort of increasing exoplanet yield, and more
specifically tackling improving the IWA, this study provides methods to leverage photonic capabilities in tandem
with classical coronagraphs. The two proposed systems suggest either splitting the signal spatially or placing
the two technologies in series. The proposed solution A allows for a traditional coronagraph to suppress starlight
outside a large IWA and a photonic infrastructure to null starlight and isolate planet light within the IWA.
The proposed solution B relaxes requirements on the coronagraph by sending all the signal output from the
conventional coronagraph to the photonic chip for nulling and spectroscopy across the entire FOV.

Both systems present examples of ways to leverage advantages of current coronagraph advancements and
new photonic development. The simulations for both methods showed potential to successfully couple planet
signal into different fiber modes at the 10−10 level. However, implementing these hybrid systems presents several
unique challenges for both future coronagraph development and photonics development still.

Although the area of photonics for astronomical applications is fairly new and has a lot of potential room for
improvement, improvements to traditional coronagraphs would also enable improved performance and assist in
achieving requirements for the hybrid designs proposed. One important component that can help improve the
overall yield is an achromatic and polarization-independent focal-plane mask. Combined with a hybrid photonic
solution it can alleviate the contrast requirements of the photonic chip by orders of magnitude. For instance,
manufacturing better (more achromatic) focal-plane masks could theoretically decrease the number of modes
required to be suppressed by the photonics from 10 to 3 or 4.

On the photonics side, manufacturing constraints including fiber efficiency would play a large role in the
performance of a hybrid system. The simulations in this study assume the photonic chips can be modeled with
a perfectly invertible matrix and can map to output channels suppressing the starlight as desired. Realistically,
however, manufacturing constraints might lead to optimization restrictions (as seen in traditional coronagraph
design) which do not allow for this perfect assumption. As these technologies are further developed, these factors
must be incorporated into simulated performance to gain more realistic yield calculations.

With targeted technology maturation and development both for current coronagraph technologies and up-
coming photonic chips, high performing and reliable testbed environments will also be required to measure
performance and push the limits of these components. Both photonic components, including integrated chips
and photonic lanterns, as well as new increasingly complex coronagraphs will require testbed facilities to identify
limitations and demonstrate performance.

Overall, combining new photonics capabilities with existing coronagraph technologies might reach smaller
IWA, improve chromaticity, and relax the requirements on the coronagraph. As the fundamental limits of
implementing coronagraph designs and photonic designs are better understood, hybrid systems like the ones
presented here might offer unique advantages for future space telescopes.
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